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Unveiled
An Iconic Landmark
An 1883 visionary developer
A magnificent atrium
A turn-of-the-century skylight
A remarkable design
Now grandly restored
The Beekman Atrium.
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IN BLOOM City Hall Park
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TOM
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Dining at The Beekman
Uncommon programming
Outstanding restaurants
Privileged amenities
Panoramic views
And a coveted location.
The best of the New Downtown is just steps from the front door of The
Beekman. The beauty of City Hall Park. The energy and inspiration
from the city’s most creative agencies, tech start-ups, publishers, and
artists. The discovery of gourmet purveyors and high-end boutiques.
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INTERIORS
VISIONAIRE
MARTIN
BRUDNIZKI

The beautifully restored City Hall Park is right outside
your front door, highlighted by fountains and fresh
plantings and peppered with seasonal rotating
contemporary art installations.

Heritage with a
Major Twist
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You’re sitting in the The Beekman
Atrium that may be one of
designer Martin Brudnizki’s finest
achievements. An epic space,
restored with a timeless elegance
with eclectic design details
throughout.

THE LIVING
ROOM

Downtown’s Playroom
Reserve a banquette under the restored
cast-iron dragon arches. Pay attention
to the filigreed balustrades. Between
drinks, look up toward light pouring in
through the roof of glass. Now pinch
yourself. You’re not dreaming.

The in-house restaurant from this
culinary legend offers catering for private
events, both in residence and at the
Private Dining Room and Rooftop Terrace,
to those who were clever enough to
snatch up fancy digs at The Beekman
Residences.
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TRIBECA
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Shop. Dine. Love.
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GOING SOMEWHERE?

TASTEMAKER
KEITH MCNALLY

Meet me at The Beekman!

The finest destination in the New Downtown is accessible to and from everywhere. The new
Santiago Calatrava designed transit hubs. Multiple subway lines. Citi Bikes and waterside ferries.
Personally, we prefer the Escalade parked out front.

Dining at The Beekman

HIGH FASHION FORWARD

Brookfield Place and Westfield World Trade Center
Madison who? Fifth where? A quick Louboutin walk away, your shopping fantasy comes true. The Beekman’s new
neighbors include Burberry, Acne Studios, Calypso St. Barth, Paul Smith, Cos Bar, Armani, Diane von Furstenberg,
Tiffany & Co., Zegna, Ferragamo, and Hermès… just to name-drop a few.
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Barrel-aged Negronis with a delicious side of people watching.
From the storied proprietor of one of The Beekman’s restaurants.

BOOK SMART

HarperCollins goes Downtown
The nation’s biggest publishing houses, including
HarperCollins and Macmillan, rub shoulders with Silicon
Alley start-ups as the smart choice seems to be setting
up headquarters in the New Downtown.

An idyllic two-block walk across City Hall Park puts you
at the gateway to, among other things, food heaven
with famed New York dining institutions, bistro-style
cafes, and Michelin-starred restaurants.
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THE CORNER. DRESS
ACCORDINGLY.

Condé Nast at-large

If you find yourself strolling by One World Trade Center, don’t
get caught in flats. The new world headquarters of Condé
Nast just moved in. You’ve been warned. And in case one
media behemoth in the neighborhood wasn’t enough, Time
Inc. is only minutes away at Brookfield Place.

In Bloom.

								 City Hall Park

								

Sheltered by the architectural majesty of the Renaissance Revival turrets
of The Beekman, the gothic silhouette of the Woolworth Building, and the
Beaux-Arts monumentality of City Hall lies a foliage-filled sanctuary lined
with fountains, blossoming tulips, and curated art.

MEET ME AT THE BEEKMAN

Easy access for everyone

WHAT’S YOUR TRANSPORT STYLE?
INCOGNITO

INDUSTRIOUS CHIC

UTILITARIAN

BOHEMIAN

CLASSIC

STATEMENT PIECE

Private Car

Citi Bike Stations

Subway Lines

Waterfront Ferries

Over the Bridge

The Oculus

We know who you are, so we won’t say more.

For the multi-tasker in all of us, work out and
get to where you need all at once with twentyfive Citi Bike Stations nearby to choose from.

There’s no better way to beat traffic at rush hour.

Footloose and fancy-free--take your whimsy
with you when you travel via any of the 6 ferry
terminals.

Need to escape from New York for a weekend
in The Hamptons or Connecticut? All access is
moments away.

Architect Santiago Calatrava’s landmark
transportation hub is not to be missed.

Fact: Ferry terminals are within a short stroll, at
Pier 11 and at Brookfield Place.

Fact: Besides providing beautiful views,
the bridges provide the fastest route to the
beaches.

Fact: Your Maybach will be in good hands with The
Beekman doorman.

Fact: The closest Citi Bike Station is three
hundred feet from your front door.

Fact: Twelve subway lines surround The Beekman.

Fact: PATH trains will take you to Penn Station
or New Jersey in minutes.

g

Nostalgia’s
low.
The Brooklyn Bridge.

The Brooklyn Bridge was built in 1883
-- the same year as The Beekman,
then known as Temple Court. Today
it serves as the perfect pedestrian
promenade for guests or residents to
enjoy a sunset stroll or a morning jog.
It also bridges two of New York’s most
creative neighborhoods, DUMBO and
the New Downtown.
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HISTORY | BURIED TREASURE

Buried Treasure
URBAN ARCHAEOLOGY

Built in 1883, Temple Court is the earliest surviving “fireproof ” building of the pre-skyscraper period. The restoration process was truly inspired. The Beekman
Atrium was in optimal condition as it was sealed for over sixty-five years, allowing the architectural details to be beautifully preserved.

EYE OF DRAGON
The highlight of The Beekman Atrium is the balconies held up by castiron dragons, an exemplary design feature that is repeated in the detailing
of the newly restored main staircase. Appropriate for a building originally
designed to house law firms, the dragon is a symbol of wisdom and longevity.

EUGENE KELLEY
A tycoon, proprietor, and visionaire, this dry goods retailer and banker was a firstgeneration Irish immigrant who funded the construction of the landmark Temple Court.

THEATRE ALLEY
TOWERING TURRETS
The landmark building was part of the first wave of “high rise” buildings that were
built between City Hall and Bowling Green. Built to house law firms, the structure
was named Temple Court at its opening and was modeled after a London structure
that was part of the “Inns of the Court.” The design was praised for its distinguished
silhouette, the dual turrets standing guard over downtown.

The neighboring passageway running from Beekman to Ann streets housed the
city’s first playhouses including the John Street Theatre, Park Theatre, and Chatham
Garden Theatre where Shakespeare’s Hamlet had its premiere in 1761. The drama
persists. Tucked inside is a vaudevillian wall painting from Billy Bathgate, which was
filmed there in 1991.

			

Downtown’s
NewLiving oom
The Beekman Atrium

An epic Renaissance Revival atrium, topped by a turn-of-the-century pyramidal skylight that
lay dormant for decades, has been meticulously restored by designer Martin Brudnizki.
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Book Smart

MEDIA | BOOK SMART

THE LIVING ROOM PLAYS
HOST TO BOTH FASHION
ICONS AND LITERARY
INTELLIGENTSIA ON ANY
GIVEN NIGHT.

CONDÉ NAST. TIME INC. HARPER COLLINS. MACMILLAN.
Is there an editor in the house? Most likely. With the New Downtown becoming Manhattan’s cultural hub, the two biggest
content creators and the two most illustrious book publishers have relocated their headquarters steps away from The
Beekman.

Condé Nast inks deal at World Trade Center.
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AN EYE FOR GLAMOUR : MARTIN BRUDNIZKI

“WHEN I ENTERED
THE BUILDING, IT JUST
SPOKE TO ME.... IT SAID,
‘DON’T TOUCH ME!’”
-MARTIN BRUDNIZKI

Q: Given that The Beekman is such an iconic
building, what was your vision or challenge with this
particular project?
A: I remember the first time I entered the grand
atrium; it was an incredible, jaw-dropping experience.
I felt that the building was talking to me. It was telling
me what it wanted to be. It said, “Don’t touch me.”
So that has been the approach. I want it to feel like
we found this building -- we opened the door, and
we basically just put furniture into it. That is how we
approached this project.

Interview with
Martin Brudnizki

Q: How did you add a contemporary context to a
building from the 1880s?
A: I came into the building, and I saw these amazing
details; it lent itself to a sort of rustic environment
with a very classical undertone. It provided a great
envelope for an eclectic mixture of furniture, giving
the feeling that it was a hotel from the beginning.
A mix of original heritage pieces combined with
acquistions acquisitions from the 1920s, 1950s, and
today. That’s what I want the interior to show.

Q: What is your take on the kind of mark The
Beekman will have on the New Downtown
neighborhood? How do you think something of this
fashion will attract individuals?

A: The Beekman will be a destination. First of all,
the New Downtown has evolved to a residential
neighborhood and the public areas will be quite a
draw. It’s going to serve as a beacon for people
coming from other places in Manhattan. So I
think it will almost be like an epicenter, in the New
Downtown, for socializing, for doing business, for
staying. I think it will be quite important.

Q: The design details in the public spaces are quite
special, especially the use of color and texture. Can
you provide some insight into the inspiration?
A: We wanted to create a progression through space
that evolves through texture and color. We are using
timber paneling that is going to look like it’s been
there forever, so it’s going to be heavily antiqued and
distressed, and it will be paired with a beautiful black
and white marble mosaic floor. But as you move
through those spaces, into the concierge area, the
space looks like we found it. The walls weren’t even
touched; the cobwebs would still be there. This effect
continues in the atrium, which is not going to be a
perfectly finished architectural space. It’s going to
have flaws in it, intentionally. Within that, we have the
furniture, which is sort of an eclectic mix of pieces
from the 1920s up until today.
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One of New York’s most
inf luential epicurean
visionaries comes to The
Beekman.

Restaurateur hauteur Keith
McNally established NY
restaurant institutions
Balthazar and Minetta Tavern.

Keith McNally Meets...
NEWSPAPER
DINING & LIFESTYLE | TASTEMAKER FOCUS: KEITH MCNALLY

• Priority status for reservations at Tom Colicchio in-house restaurant

• In-room dining

• Rooftop Terrace event services

• Catering in the Private Dining Room featuring chef ’s table

esident Privileges

No need to leave the building. We’ve thought of everything.

Tom Colicchio is a James Beard Award winner and founder of Crafted Hospitality restaurants, including Craft, Colicchio & Sons, and the
Topping Rose House. Colicchio’s longstanding commitment to farm-to-table dining is matched only by his team’s remarkable sense of
hospitality. Tom will run a signature restaurant at The Beekman and will provide room service to the residents. Just one of the exclusive
resident services and amenities offered.

NEWSPAPER
DINING & LIFESTYLE | TASTEMAKER FOCUS: TOM COLICCHIO
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CULTURE VULTURE
1 National 9/11 Memorial & Museum
2 South Street Seaport | SEE/CHANGE
3 Sidewalks of New York Tour
4 Wall Street Tour
5 Museum of American Finance
6 Museum of the American Indian
7 Apexart
8 Postmasters Art
9 R & Company

EPICUREAN FANTASY
1 North End Grill
2 BLT Bar & Grill
3 Les Halles
4 The Capital Grille
5 Giardino D'Oro
6 Felice
7 Cipriani Wall Street
8 Wall & Water
9 Harry’s Cafe & Steak
10 Delmonico's
11 Crepes du Nord
12 Financier Patisserie
13 Fresh Salt
14 La Maison du Chocolat
15 Atera
16 Locanda Verde
17 Marc Forgione
18 Mr. Chow
19 Batard
20 Brushstroke
21 Nobu

COCKTAILS
1 Smith + Mills
2 Weather Up
3 Brandy Library

HIGH FASHION FORWARD | RETAIL
1 Brookfield Place
Hermes
Salvatore Ferragamo
Scoop NYC
Theory
Michael Kors
Calypso St. Barth
DVF
Paul Smith
J. Crew
Vince

2 Westfield Center
Stuart Weitzman
Michael Kors
Kate Spade
MAC
Bobbi Brown
3 Hermès
4 Tiffany and Company
5 Bowne & Co. Stationers
6 De Janeiro
7 True Religion
8 Dor L’Dor
9 Designer Promise
10 Brooks Brothers
11 Thomas Pink
12 A Uno Tribeca
13 Thom Browne
14 Rick Owens
15 Patron of the New
16 Issey Miyake
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PARKS
1 City Hall
2 Battery Park
3 Washington Market Park
4 Thomas Paine Park
5 Columbus Park
6 Collect Pond Park
7 James Madison Plaza
8 Playground One
9 Pumphouse Park
10 Rector Park
11 Titanic Memorial Park
12 Nelson A. Rockefeller Park
13 Martin F. Tanahey Playground
14 Coleman Square Playground

WELLNESS
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HOTELS
1 The Ritz-Carlton
2 Four Seasons
3 Smyth Tribeca
4 Gild Hall Hotel
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HIGH FASHION MEETS EPICUREAN FANTASY

High Fashion Meets Epicurean Fantasy

Brookfield Place & Westfield World Trade Center
What happens when a French food market impresario, an English fashion designer, and an Italian luxury goods company come
together? Heaven on earth. Besides Brookfield Place boasting renowned food and fashion brands such as Paul Smith, Le
District, and Ferragamo, their impressive list includes Burberry, Hermès, Bulgari, and Zegna. But Brookfield Place isn’t alone.
Westfield World Trade Center is doing its part in contributing to the seismic retail shift happening in the New Downtown with
signed leases at World Trade Center with Acne Studios, Vince, Zadig & Voltaire, Tiffany & Co., and Armani.

Tribeca...Uncensored
NEWSPAPER

Our little black book to New York’s most cherished neighborhood.

ATERA: “The only two Michelin-starred tasting table in New York.”

R & COMPANY: “A curated temple to the appreciation of 20th and 21st century design.”

SMITH + MILLS: “A Bauhaus-styled speakeasy in a converted carriage house with a Pinterest-worthy bathroom.”
MR. CHOW: “Dim Sum in a setting reminiscent of a fashion runway.”

BATARD: “The newest culinary cocoon by esteemed restaurateur Drew Nieporent.”

AIRE BATHS: “A deeply atmospheric candle-lit subterranean spa fuses ancient soaking traditions into one elegant water world.”

THOM BROWNE: “The flagship store for New York’s most stylish dandy, displaying men’s, and newly introduced, women’s collections.”

BRUSHSTROKE: “David Bouley’s newest culinary masterpiece, a serene, high-ceiling retreat devoted to Kaiseki cuisine and the eight-stool Ichimura sushi bar.”

RICK OWENS: “The high-fashion and moderate-goth boutique gives its diehard shoppers exactly what they waited all this time, some even traveling to L.A. to acquire: a steady stream of his signature”
PATRON OF THE NEW: “Center for avant-garde style in Tribeca with labels like Hussein Chalayan, Mugler, Undercover, and Siki Im.”
ISSEY MIYAKE: “The wearable art of Issey Miyake transcends trends and fads.”

NOBU: “With his original outpost in Tribeca, Nobu Matsuhisa’s miso-marinated black cod, rock shrimp with spicy mayonnaise, and tuna tartare with a bed of crushed avocado all have stood the test of time.”
WEATHER UP: “Weather Up TriBeCa, opened on Duane Street in December and has brought a high dose of cocktail culture to the stroller-beset neighborhood.”
BRANDY LIBRARY: “Like books in the library, hundreds of bottles are there to be sampled and perused at will.”
APEXART: “Almost 20 years old, Apexart is still one of most adventurous nonprofit spaces around.”

POSTMASTERS ART: “Few Chelsea galleries inspire the devoted following that Postmasters has earned over the years.”

LOCANDA VERDE: “For years, chefs have tried to combine the style of a French brasserie with Italian home cooking. Andrew Carmellini cracked the code.”

MARC FORGIONE: “Marc has trained with the right people, including Laurent Tourondel and Michel Guérard. It’s what you would expect of a young fellow born into American culinary royalty.”

The Beekman Loves Tribeca
Our little black book to New York’s most esteemed
neighborhood. Where turn-of-the-century streetscapes
merge with progressive fashion and four-star dining
destinations. All just a five-minute park-side stroll from
The Beekman. It is wonderfully easy to get lost in this
cherished neighborhood, exploring the pocket parks and
new independent boutiques that bloom every season.
Use this guide as a starting point in exploring your new
favorite domain.

NEWSPAPER

A Contemporary Classic
The Beekman

A historic landmark meets a modern tower. Where bespoke luxury is anything but expected.

NEWSPAPER

THE TRUE MEANING OF A CONTEMPORARY CLASSIC

The Beekman esidences

WITH THOMAS JUUL-HANSEN
What was your vision for The
Beekman Residences?
“It was all about maximizing the project’s greatest asset, the light and
the views. We began the process by ensuring corner exposures for
every living room. From there, we worked to ensure that the spaces
were generous with pleasing circulation and abundant storage. The
palette has been kept very warm, with fumed oak flooring and elegant
marble in the bathrooms, with fine detailing that echoes the historic
Temple Court building. Each residence feels like it has always been a
part of the city, while simultaneously conveying the new.”

Your firm is lauded for creating the
most recognizable luxury homes
in New York City. What signature
Thomas Juul-Hansen characteristics
did you bring to The Beekman
Residences?
“It is similar to our work in such developments as One57 in that
we developed the residences to optimize the light and views. The
material palette is warm and comfortable, and the detailing is
modern but sensitive.”

Although your firm is renowned for
modern contemporary luxury, you
added an exciting twist to the fittings
at The Beekman Residences. Can you
elaborate?
“We approached the finishes as a sort of jewelry paired with an
elegant gown. This approach led us to the more traditional styles
for bathroom fixtures, and in turn inspired us to rethink the design
of typical kitchen cabinet doors which feature a band of antiqued
bronze drawers paired with hammered texturing on cabinet doors.
It’s a bit more ornate than our typical work and we are thrilled with
the results.”

How did the architectural majesty of
the neighboring Temple Court building
inspire your residential designs?
“The allure of such a treasure as the original Beekman building
was very strong, and it would be a mistake to deny the connection.
With the hotel in mind, we incorporated some complimentary
elements such as patterned stonework in the bathroom floors,
hammered and antiqued metal finish surfaces, rich wood paneling
and delicate metal work in the lobby.”

Interior Designer Profile

THOMAS JUUL-HANSEN
One of the world’s most coveted interior designers. Pairing luxury materials with a disciplined
aesthetic to create cultured contemporary interiors that capture the light and brilliance of New
York City. Thomas Juul-Hansen creates the most singular addresses in uptown, midtown, and
the High Line. Now he brings his magic to the pinnacle of the New Downtown, creating the
residential spaces at The Beekman.

New Yorkers love something hiding in plain sight.
- New York Times

WWW.THEBEEKMAN.COM
212. 769. 0500

The complete offering terms are in an offering plan available from Sponsor. File No. CD14-0075. All images are artist’s renderings and are provided for illustration purposes only. Sponsor reserves the right, in
accordance with the terms of the Offering Plan, to substitute materials, appliances, equipment, fixtures and other construction and design details specified herein with similar materials, appliances, equipment
and/or fixtures of substantially equal or better quality. All square footages and dimensions are approximate and subject to normal construction variances. Square footage exceeds to usable floor area. Sponsor:
5 Beekman Property Owner LLC, 140 Broadway, 41st Floor, New York, New York 10005.

